Ultimate Okanagan
DESIGN // RECIPES // FOOD // WINE // GOLF // WINERIES

The last traces of snow have departed from the mountaintops,
the vines are greening and the boats are back in the water.
The West’s summer playground is open for business, and we’ve found
the best food, wine, design and outdoor pursuits to make your visit—
be it a weekend jaunt or a two-month decamp—your best yet.
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The House that

JoieFarm’s
Heidi Noble and
Michael Dinn
bring a modern
approach to living
and working on
the Okanagan’s
Naramata Bench.
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GREATEST GREAT ROOM
Architect Lucia Sakhrani initially imagined the fireplace as
a modern concrete monolith,
but when builder Nicholas
Hill of Ritchie Custom Builder
mentioned that he knew a great
Scandinavian stonemason,
the plan changed. Using stone
from nearby Carmi Mountain,
the mason created a one-of-akind facing that’s both contemporary and classic.
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here’s an established pattern to home ownership. It starts as a renter, moves on to a condo phase,
morphs into a starter home, a family home and then, if
you’re lucky, ends with a dream home. Likewise, owning
a winery has stages, but they mostly involve making vast
sums of money in some unrelated field, then buying the
winery as a passion project and following the old adage,
How do you make a small fortune in the wine business? Start
with a large one. But, sitting on the polished-concrete patio
of Heidi Noble and Michael Dinn’s new Naramata home,
surrounded by the vines that help create their acclaimed
JoieFarm wine, it’s clear they didn’t get the memos on how
you’re “supposed” to build a house, or a winery.
The story of the house and the wine began in the late
1990s, when Dinn and Noble were working in Vancouver’s
hospitality industry. Dinn’s passion for wine had propelled
him from a server gig at the Langley Keg to a series of
plum sommelier jobs at Vancouver’s very best rooms.
Noble had classically trained at Stratford’s Chef School
and worked at Montreal’s Toque before heading west,
where she worked in kitchens until deciding to write her
sommelier papers. But by the early 2000s, Dinn and Noble
were at a crossroads. They had decided against opening a
restaurant—they’d witnessed too much stress and dysfunction during their tenures in the industry—and they were
both working in the wine importing business (and, by all
accounts, knocking it out of the park). It was time to enter
the second phase of home ownership—considering
a condo or a small house near Vancouver’s Main Street—
when they began to think further afield.
“I had been travelling to Italy for business,” remembers Noble, “and one of the things that struck me was
how ensconced agri-tourism was there.” They were well
acquainted with the Naramata region (in fact, they were
engaged there at a friend’s place in 2000) and they called
up a realtor to show them properties in wine country.
“I remember there were only two properties in our
price range,” says Dinn. One of them was the oldest
farmhouse in Naramata, and while the building was far
from perfect—“This wasn’t one of those quaint, charming

WINE O’CLOCK People are
often surprised that Noble and
Dinn don’t have a show-stopping wine cave, but they’re happy with a functional 500-bottle
system that sees daily use (plus,
owning a winery, they have a
fair bit of off-site storage).
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BEATING HEART The kitchen
is the command centre of this
house, from which legendary
meals emerge. Heidi may be
the classically trained chef, but
both Michael and their young
son, Theo (opposite, bottom),
are routinely in on the act.

farmhouses,” says Noble—the new location would work for
their plans for a B&B/cooking school/winery. They bought
it on the spot.
In those early days, there was no separation of work and
life—the farmhouse had to do quadruple duty as a home,
guest house, office and cooking school. And thanks to the
public’s appetite for their Old World blend of wine, cooking
classes and accommodation, the place was straining at the
seams in no time. Their renovation budget covered enough
red paint for the exterior of the farmhouse—a desperate
attempt to give the property some character.
But with each vintage the wine grew in acclaim. Dinn
and Noble had an inkling of what the market wanted, and
it wasn’t the big red wines that were in vogue at the time.
Their classical training taught them that the climate in
Naramata was best suited to varietals like riesling and
pinot blanc, and they just happened to love the food-friendliness of these Alsatian-inspired grapes. Their first vintage,
made in rented space in a friend’s winery, sold out, as did
their second and third, as consumers and (especially) the
trade clamoured for wine that spoke to a sense of place.
Their “A Noble Blend” became one of the cornerstones
for the expanding influence of B.C. wines, and their rosé,
well, it started nothing short of a revolution in the industry.
“People thought we were crazy when we made 1,200 cases
of rosé in just our second year,” says Noble, “but having
worked in the industry for so long, we knew there was a
definite gap in the market for a B.C. wine made in the dry
Loire style. We sold every bottle.”

By 2007 the Joie brand was by any account a great
success, necessitating a dedicated winery building, and
this new production facility trumped their desire for a new
house. They stuck it out in the farmhouse until 2011, but
the breaking point was reached with the arrival of Theo,
the couple’s son, who had to share the farmhouse with five
employees and the winery’s office as well. They called up
architect Lucia Sakhrani.
Dinn and Noble had been great friends with Sakhrani
and her husband, Chris, ever since Chris and Michael
had worked at the long-defunct Raintree Restaurant in
Gastown in the 1990s, and there was never a doubt that
Sakhrani would be the person to build their home. “Lucia
had been working in New York and San Francisco,” recalls
Noble, “but we had never stopped talking about the house
she would one day build for us.”
Dinn and Noble had found a property at the start of the
Naramata Bench that was perfect: 12 acres, a house that
was ready to be torn down, a view of Munson Mountain in
one direction and of Okanagan Lake in the other. Given
their long friendship with Lucia, there was a ready shorthand as to what features would be part of the house.
They wanted a bungalow; they wanted a house for
entertaining, and maximizing the indoor/outdoor living was key: “We’re literally living outdoors five months
of the year,” says Dinn. The first step for Sakhrani was
to spend some serious time on-site. “The sun is a force
to be reckoned with in Naramata like few other places
in Canada,” she recalls, “and I wanted to make sure we
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“Dinn and Noble had found a property at the start of the Naramata
Bench that was perfect: 12 acres,
a view of Munson Mountain.”
situated the house to take advantage of the views without
being subject to the oppressive late-day heat.” All the more
important, because, save for two of the bedrooms, Dinn
and Noble were clear they didn’t want any air conditioning, instead opting for overhead fans and passive cooling.
Sakhrani went so far as to create 3-D modelling with sun
path diagrams to find the perfect set-up, an orientation
that welcomed the early morning sun but, with the help of
some four-foot six-inch overhangs, allows shady respite in
the late day, preferably with a glass of wine in hand.
From the start, there was no doubt that the kitchen
would be the home’s focal point. “Anybody who knows
these two knows that their dominant trait is how welcoming they are,” says Sakhrani. “The second you walk into
their home, you’re enveloped in their world. The large
working kitchen, all beautiful utility, would anchor one
end of the great room, while a massive stone fireplace
would anchor the other. In between would be a simple,
long kitchen table, perfect for casual entertaining.
From the outset, the couple’s idea of how the facade
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would look began to morph. Both are huge fans of the midcentury designs of Richard Neutra (Noble even casually
references relatively unknown master William Cody when
speaking of designers she admires). Noble was also influenced by a book on Japanese farmhouses and realized this
was the perfect ethos for two winemakers in Naramata.
“I love mid-century design,” says Noble, “but when you
come right down to it, this is a farmhouse. We wanted a
serious mudroom because we have dirt on our boots when
we come home from work.” Sakhrani created a roofline
that consisted of a series of low-slung gables connected
by flat roofs that channels both modernism and a nod to
agrarian functionality.
The fireplace was originally designed to be a modern
monolithic slab of polished concrete until the couple
was introduced to a local Scandinavian artisan by their
indispensable builder, Nicholas Hill. He intricately handassembled rocks from nearby Carmi Mountain into a striking feature wall that is both classic in material and modern
in design: it’s part of a concrete indoor-outdoor wall that
extends both into the front and back courtyards.
To satisfy the desire for indoor-outdoor living, Sakhrani
created a folding wall of glass that disappears, weather
permitting. “That’s like every single day in the summer,”
laughs Dinn. It allows the house to seamlessly expand onto
the back patio with its firepit, full outdoor kitchen, sleek
charcoal tiled swimming pool and jaw-dropping views of
the vineyards and lake.
GG Continued on page 62

Gord Wylie

OUTSIDE CHANCE This back
patio sees daily use for five
months of the year. In addition
to an outdoor kitchen with full
forno oven, there’s a firepit, hot
tub and a sleek charcoal tiled
pool that’s actually cooled with
solar power.
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R EC I PE S
Noble’s 1997 cookbook, Menus
from an Orchard Table, captured
the essence of wine country
entertaining: fresh ingredients,
good wine, great friends. In the
new space, it’s all those things
amplified. Visitors—be it Heidi’s
parents or a large group of pals
from Vancouver—who are lucky
enough to arrive at the new home
are ushered into a space where
entertaining seems like an easy
breeze passing over everyone.
Heidi crafted these recipes to
help you create your own private
Joie in your home this summer.

Summer Grilled Octopus
I adore octopus in any form—especially when it’s grilled. This is
one of my favourite recipes from Toronto chef Eric Vellend. I’ve
adapted it to be extra-summery with the addition of fresh mint
and fresh chili.
2 4- to 6-lb whole octopus (fresh
or as a frozen “octopus ball”)
1 red onion, sliced
4 fresh bay leaves
5 whole black peppercorns

1 tsp dried mint

4 tbsp red wine vinegar, plus more
to finish dish
¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil
(or to taste)
1 tsp coarse sea salt (or to taste)
1 tsp dried oregano

2 tbsp chopped fresh mint
1 lemon, juiced and zested
½ Thai chili, finely chopped
and seeds removed

1 tbsp chopped fresh oregano
2 tbsp good-quality salt-packed
capers, rinsed
2 tbsp chopped flat-leaf parsley

Preheat oven to 350°F. Wash octopus under cold running water
to remove any sand trapped in the suckers. Remove and discard
the head.
Place octopus in a roasting pan or heavy braising casserole with
onion, vinegar, peppercorns and bay leaves. Cover tightly with
foil or lid. Bake until octopus is tender (about 75–90 minutes, or
until a skewer inserted into thick end of tentacles enters with
ease). Remove foil and cool.
Preheat grill to high. Cut octopus into individual tentacles and
brush generously with olive oil. Grill, turning occasionally, until
nicely charred (about 4–5 minutes).
Cut tentacles into 1-inch pieces and season with salt, oregano,
extra-virgin olive oil, lemon juice and zest and a splash of red
wine vinegar. Sprinkle with capers, chili, mint and parsley.
Serve as an appetizer by skewering octopus pieces with a toothpick or serve on a salad plate with a fork. Serves 6–8.
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Ginger
Pound Cake
This pound cake is my mom’s favourite
and a delicious accompaniment to the first
fresh strawberries of the summer.
2 cups unsalted butter, cut into chunks
3 cups granulated sugar
6 large eggs
½ cup minced fresh ginger
(about a 3-inch piece, peeled)
4 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp baking powder
1½ tsp ground ginger
¼ tsp mace
½ tsp salt
Zest of 1 orange
¾ cup milk
Icing sugar, to dust
Preheat oven to 300°F. Grease and flour
a 10-inch tube, Bundt or mini-loaf pan.
Cream butter, then add sugar, 2 tbsp at
a time. Add eggs, one at a time, beating
after each addition. Add fresh ginger and
mix until combined.
Mix together flour, baking powder,
ground ginger, mace, salt and orange zest
in a separate bowl, then fold into butter
mixture in batches, alternating with the
milk. Fold batter together gently, being
careful not to overmix (or your cake
will be tough).
Bake for 1¾–2 hours, until a skewer inserted in the centre comes out clean. Cool
on a rack for 40 minutes, then invert it
onto another wire rack to unmould. Cool
before slicing and dust with icing sugar.
Serve with a dollop of crème fraîche.

GG

Continued from page 57

In the rest of the house, the MO is privacy. Both Theo’s
room and the master are in a different wing from the
kitchen and living room, allowing for a quiet respite. The
master channels an airy retreat, all white and glass in a
design that wouldn’t seem out of place on some chic Caribbean island. The sole exception is a dramatic master bath,
which features 180-degree views over the vines and lake
(but is probably best left unused by the timid when the
vineyard directly in front is being harvested).
A pair of outbuildings completes the scene: a yoga
studio/cabana attached by a breezeway that features an
ingenious king-sized trundle bed to house friends, and a
modern chicken coop with a roofline that mirrors the big
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house and also features passive cooling through movable
panels for the lucky chickens.
In the expected world, Dinn and Noble would be living
in a bungalow in Vancouver, saving their money for a move
to a more modern house. They’d drive home from their day
jobs and share a bottle of wine at night and let it transport
them to a world where one day they owned their own winery. But it’s clear that “expected” is not part of this pair’s
vocabulary: tonight, they’ll come home to the house their
dreams built, overlooking the vines and the lake. They’ll
share a glass from a bottle that other people, people miles
away from this agrarian idyll, will be drinking and imagining what it would be like to own their own winery.
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Pissaladière
Pissaladière can be found in the window
of any boulangerie or seaside café in the
south of France. This savoury tart is the
perfect accompaniment to an icy cold glass
of rosé. The name comes from the Provençal dialect for “pissalat,” an anchovy
purée. It can be eaten hot or cold.
1 box puff pastry dough
2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
2 tbsp fresh thyme leaves,
stripped from their stalks
8 large onions, cut in half and
thinly sliced into half-moons
3 cloves garlic, cut into thin slices
1 tsp ground sea salt
1 tsp freshly ground pepper
¼ cup salt-packed capers,
well rinsed and patted dry
16 anchovy fillets, packed in oil
(drained and deboned)
1 cup sun-dried or kalamata olives, pitted
In a large cast iron or heavy-bottomed frying pan, gently
heat oil on medium heat. Stir onions with a wooden
spoon until evenly coated with oil. When onions have
turned translucent, add garlic slices. Add salt and pepper, then reduce heat to medium-low and cook down
the onions and garlic until they are very soft and fully
caramelized, continuing to stir every five minutes or so
to rub the caramelized bits off of the bottom of the pan.
Cool onions thoroughly on a plate in the fridge before
using.
While onions are cooking, preheat oven to 400°F. Roll
out cold puff pastry into two long rectangles, between
two pieces of parchment paper. Raise edges of the
dough to form a crust around entire edge of the tarts.
Work quickly to keep the dough cold. Once rolled
out, put dough back into the freezer while onions
caramelize.
To prepare the pissaladière, spread caramelized onions
evenly over puff pastry. Cover onions with the anchovy
fillets in a cross-hatch pattern. Place pitted olives
between the diamond shapes of the anchovies to garnish. Sprinkle capers over
the tarts.
Bake in oven until pastry rim has turned
golden brown (about 30–40 minutes). It
is important that the puff pastry is fully
cooked in the middle, not just around the
edges. Resist the urge to remove from
oven too early. When pies are cooked,
take out of the oven and cool on a wire
rack. Pissaladière is traditionally served
at room temperature in Provence. Yields
two rectangular-shaped tarts, serving 6–8
as a first course or up to 12 as a snack.
Enjoy with a cold glass of rosé.
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Evelynn Takoff is that rare breed of
Okanagan chef—she’s actually from
here. The Top Chef contestant and
Micro Bar Bites sous chef grew up on
a farm outside Kelowna, so we knew
she was the one to task with finding
the best food in the Valley.
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OLIVER/OSOYOOS
Covert Farms 600 acres of agri-tourism
with an on-site fruit and vegetable stand,
U-pick, a corn maze and (during the Tomato Festival) mini golf! covertfarms.ca

KELOWNA
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Miradoro at Tinhorn Creek Winery Chef
Jeff Van Geest commits to a thoughtful
use of seasonal products and sustainable
practice like few others in the Valley. I love
practically everything that emerges from
his authentic forno oven. tinhorn.com

NARAMATA/PENTICTON
God’s Mountain Estate B&B Sure, there
are breathtaking views of Skaha Lake and
great Italian-themed accommodation, but
it’s the use of the full kitchen (to cook all
those gems you’ve bought) that sets this
lodging apart. godsmountain.com
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Wasabi Izakaya Simply put, this is the
best Japanese cuisine in the Valley.
wasabi-izakaya.com
Salted Brick Charcuterie Jason Leizert
used to helm Vancouver’s Boneta, but
here he creates a daily menu using local
livestock, and has a small shopfront for
take-home meats, too. saltedbrick.com
Mustard Tiger Food Truck They make
donut burger sliders and Korean short
rib tacos—it’s the best street food around,
served by two handsome gentlemen.
@eatmustardtiger

LAKE COUNTRY
50th Parallel Winery Curtis
Krouzel and Sheri-Lee TurnerKrouzel make lovely, aromatic
white wines, but I love the winery for some of the best pinot
noir in the Valley.
50thparallel.com

M
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Naramata Bench Tailgate Party If you’re
here on September 13, this is the party
not to miss: 25 wineries, eight restaurants, music and huge crowds of people
having the best time. It’s at Poplar Grove
this year and always sells out—book your
tickets now. naramatabench.com

Illichmann’s Delicatessen A fourth-generation business in Kelowna that produces
all their own sausages and cured meats
from only the best-quality livestock.
You’ll still find customers placing orders
in German in this traditional “metzgerei.”
illichmanns.com

SUMMERLAND
Silkscarf Winery This is a
small winery that’s not very
well known, but they make a
great rosé, Saignee, which is
one of my favourites, and they
treat you like family when you
visit. A hidden gem. silkw.net

KELOWNA
OLIVER

Old Meadows Organic Farm Farmer
Jeff is a favourite among Kelowna
residents and chefs for his top-quality
organic fruit and veggies available right
in town. oldmeadowsorganics.com
Knifewear Kelowna That Kelowna has this
temple for knife nerds tells you all you
need to know about the food culture here.
knifewear.com

OSOYOOS
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Lake Country Coffee House
They make their food daily
from scratch using the freshest local ingredients. The fresh-baked muffins
from Second Wind Farms, only minutes
away in Oyama, are my absolute favourite
in the Valley. lakecountrycoffee.com

VERNON
Kalamalka Lake Provincial Park This fine
example of north Okanagan grassland,
dotted with ponderosa pine and groves of
Douglas fir, is the perfect stop for a hike, a
swim and a picnic featuring all the amazing things you’ve picked up on your road
trip up here. kalamalkapark.ca

Kalamalka Lake photo: Harold Sellers
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12 Essential Okanagan Wines
The mixed case that covers the region’s most exciting producers.
Foxtrot Pinot
Noir The closest we
get to good Burgundy here both in price
(it’s $$$) and in its
high-acid approach
that eschews the
fruit-forward profile
so many others are
making.

Spierhead Pinot
Noir Good OK
pinot risked being
a rarefied treat for
the deep-pocketed
until this new winery
came along and
knocked it out of the
park for $20. The
pinot of the future.

Poplar Grove
Cab Franc Poplar
Grove is harnessing
the alluring power of
this difficult-to-cultivate but beautifully
seductive grape that
may be the varietal
that comes to define
Okanagan reds.

Moon Curser
Touriga Nacional
No wine captures
the spirit of innovation more than this
impossible-to-find,
against-the-odds
triumph from down
south. Has become
the stuff of legends.

Haywire Gamay
Made with a varietal
that everyone
should be growing,
this wine is a masterful expression
of the Okanagan’s
ability to work magic
with under-the-radar
grapes.

Janis Nicolay

Red

Painted Rock
Syrah Their Red
Icon may be the
bottle you bring to
impress the dinner
party, but this juicy,
spice-driven syrah
captures the OK’s
potential to make
Rhône-style wines.
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Meyer Family
Chardonnay For
many consumers, it
all comes down to
chard. Alberta transplant Jak Meyer
makes a structured
wonder that’s more
Pouilly-Fuissé than
Sonoma-Cutrer.

Wine

Martin’s Lane
Riesling Mission
Hill makes a fortune
selling well-priced,
well-made wine,
but this buy-at-the
winery-only passion
project is one of the
hidden deals in the
valley. For now.

Tantalus Old
Vines Riesling
Year in, year out, the
Okanagan’s greatest
expression of this
noble grape and the
bottle I’d bring to
California to show
what we can do that
they can’t.

Stoneboat
Pinot Gris The OK
produces oceans of
this grape—most
of it insipid and
forgettable—but
Stoneboat always
manages to capture
its freshness—
for under $20.

JoieFarm Rosé
It has an alluring
vintage variation
that is actually a
breath of fresh air.
And every producer
makes rosé now
because of this wine
that started the pink
revolution.

Blue Mountain
Pinot Blanc New
wineries eschew this
grape because it’s
not sexy, but in the
hands of veterans
like the Mavety family, it’s a near-perfect
varietal to plant for
the climate.

White
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Fore! The newly
revamped Predator Ridge (left)
is golfer’s paradise; Fairview
Mountain (right)
is known for its
challenging 16th.

Swinging
& Sleeping
We sent Jim Sutherland from the U.S. border to Vernon
to suss out the most memorable golf holes in the B.C.
Interior—and the spots to rest later as you inevitably
replay every missed shot.

SOUTH OKANAGAN
The Movable Feast
HOLE 16, 453-YARD PAR 4

A great complement of memorable holes
at the Les Furber-designed Fairview
Mountain, but few are more difficult than
the dogleg 16th. The tee shot must stop
within a few paces of a spot before a
deep valley. From there an iron shot must
fly the valley onto a green carved into a
grassy cliff. And the hole plays into the
prevailing wind, which is often gale force.
fairviewmountain.com

Lionel Trudel; Gord Wylie

S TAY

The South Okanagan is known for hot
sun and sandy beaches. At the four-star
Watermark Resort, which occupies a
prime spot on the Osoyoos beachfront,
add a couple of elements that aren’t
nearly so universal: polish and panache.
watermarkbeachresort.com

CENTRAL OKANAGAN
The Unsung Hero
HOLE 13, 478-YARD PAR 5

Walkable Summerland Golf Course

doesn’t get its due as one of the Okanagan’s best tracks, perhaps because of a
flat but still interesting front nine. The uplands back nine, though, is definitely the
star, with holes traversing hill and dale.
Take the dogleg right 13th, which has not
just the tippy fairways that are a feature
here, but a boulder, dead centre and 140
yards from the pin. The rock, along with
its bonsai pine, can be easily flown by
most, but that still leaves scattered,
obstructionist trees and a green tucked
into a hill on the upslope side.
summerlandgolf.com

The Modern Marvel
HOLE 17, 583-YARD PAR 5

Built on one of the steepest properties anywhere, Tower Ranch is among
the best of its vertiginous type, thanks
to some savvy details from designer
Thomas McBroom. The landscape, while
almost universally tilted, is mostly treeless, inviting the player to swing for the
hills, often to complicating effect. Still,
a good chunk of the fun happens in the
vicinity of the firm greens, thanks to rolls,

bounces and switchback putts. Best hole?
Let’s opt for the 17th, a mere green run
of a par 5 that ends on a putting surface
with a view across a pleasant valley and
toward a little lake. golftowerranch.com
S TAY

The rolling pastoral hills of East Kelowna
aren’t the place you expect to find either
a boutique hotel or an oasis of music, but
turn left on the long driveway off Sallows
Drive and you come to Bottega Farm Inn,
which is perhaps the most unexpected
lodging in all the Okanagan. The 10 rooms
have a modern but relaxed vibe, and
frequent concerts and a state-of-the-art
recording studio out back lend an
elevated tone. bo.ttega.com

NORTH OKANAGAN
The Golfer’s Paradise
HOLE 13, 562-YARD PAR 5

Doug Carrick has freshly revamped the
Ridge Course at Predator Ridge and it
unfolds like a Disney movie, starting all
mellow on a links-like meadow before
heading up into the hills for a series of
crazy adventures—like the one on 13, for
example, a par 5 that’s reachable in two
for longer hitters. Your second shot has
to be threaded through a narrow canyon
walled in by low granite outcroppings.
A ball missed left or right could ricochet
wildly or nestle in among the rocks. And
please don’t hit one of the marmots
gambolling about—this is the kind of flick
that’s supposed to end with a safe trip
back down into the meadow, not with a
scene out of Old Yeller. predatorridge.com
S TAY

Are you in Switzerland? Scotland? Just
embrace the fact that Predator Ridge
Resort is a theme park for adults, and roll
with the piney fresh air, top-notch resort
accoutrements and ready access to the
links. predatorridge.com
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Grand Cru
Architecture

Whether it’s Frank Gehry in Rioja or Herzog and de Meuron in Napa,
the winery has become the new art gallery for big-time architects
who want to make a reputation-boosting statement building. And while
dozens of wineries in the Okanagan have jaw-dropping views, these
are the five that have amped up their vineyards with buildings
as impressive as the surroundings.

Okanagan Crush
Pad, Summerland
ARCHITECT: Brad Tone, 2011

There is no more classic
idiom than “form follows
function,” and this custom
crush pad—meaning they
make their own wine but
also make wine for other
people’s labels—didn’t
have the luxury of grand
public spaces. But coowners Christine Coletta
and Steve Lornie (a former
builder) worked with Tone
to create a triumph of utilitarian chic—everything
moves, everything can be
hosed down and a visit
here is a chance to see a
beautiful showcase of the
hard work of making wine.
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Mission Hill, Kelowna
ARCHITECT: Tom Kundig, 2000

When Anthony von
Mandl hired the Seattlebased Kundig 14 years
ago, he was something
of a hidden gem in the
architecture world. These
days, he’s arguably the
best-known residential
architect in North America
and his work on Mission
Hill—all warm modernism
mixed with awe—is the
anchor piece of architecture in the entire valley.
Von Mandl has reengaged
Kundig for a new project
currently under construction for the boutique
Martin’s Lane label.

Want more Okanagan?
To learn more about the
work of architects Tom
Kundig, Cedric Burgers
and Nick Bevanda, visit
westernliving.ca

Okanagan Crush Pad: Lionel Trudel/Dusk Mission Hill Family Estate:Paul Warchol

Terravista: Ed White/Culmina: Lionel Trudel

Culmina, Oliver
ARCHITECT: Cedric Burgers,

2013

Owner and industry
legend Don Triggs spared
no expense on his new
endeavour—the vineyard
planting and management
is unreal—but for his
winery and tasting room,
he had Burgers channel a
more down-to-earth vibe
of modern farmhouse (albeit the nicest farmhouse
you’ll likely ever see). A
mix of clean modern lines
and warm cladding, its
low-slung rooflines are
set off to the side so as to
not dominate the site.

Painted Rock,
Skaha Bluffs

ARCHITECT: Dominic Unsworth
(designer), Robert Mackenzie
(architect) 2013

Painted Rock has achieved
huge success in a relatively short period of time,
so it showed amazing
restraint to eschew a
big, flashy tasting room
in favour of this model
of elegant simplicity. Its
gleaming white facade
channels Richard Meier
and at a compact 1,700
square feet it makes sure
to complement, not overwhelm, the perfect setting
of vines that terrace down
to Skaha Lake.

Terravista, Naramata

ARCHITECT: Nick Bevanda,
CEI Architecture, 2012
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Bob and Senka Tennant
built Black Hills into one
of the valley’s first cult
wines, but with their new
venture they wanted to
keep production small
and focused—and Nick
Bevanda built them a
winery to match. It’s purpose-built and compact
but has enough zip, like
those Mondrian-esque
windows, to excite (and
it only cost $600,000).
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